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Abstract:

Graphs are used to model many real objects such as biolo
ontology, and web graphs. Many real applications in comp

d l i ffi i t d ff ticare, and geology require efficient and effective managem
the iGraph framework (VLDB 2010, VLDB 2013) for suppo
algorithm. Subgraph isomorphism has many important app
compound search in chemistry, social network search, RD
science Next I will introduce a novel subgraph isomorphisscience. Next, I will introduce a novel subgraph isomorphis
significantly outperforms the state-of-the-art methods by up
(KDD 2013), which is a graph analytics engine that I am cu
graph engine that exploits 1) full parallelism including mult
overlap of CPU processing and I/O processing as much asoverlap of CPU processing and I/O processing as much as
graphs on a just single PC, while many existing distributed
achieve similar performance. Thus, for the first time,TurboG
graph analytics with well less than 100 machines. I will also
triangulation method which was accepted to SIGMOD 201g p
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ogical structures, social networks, chemical compounds, 
uter science, bioinformatics, chemistry, physics, health-

t f h t t d d t I thi t lk I ill fi t i t dent of graph structured data. In this talk, I will first introduce 
orting subgraph indexing and subgraph isomorphism 
plications such as motif search in bioinformatics, chemical 
F query processing, and malware detection in computer 
sm algorithm called Turbo$ {ISO} (SIGMOD 2013) whichsm algorithm called Turbo$_{ISO} (SIGMOD 2013), which 
p to orders of magnitude. I will also introduce TurboGraph
urrently developing. TurboGraph is the first truly parallel 
i-core parallelism and FlashSSD IO parallelism and 2) full 
s possible TurboGraph enables us to process billion-scales possible. TurboGraph enables us to process billion scale 
d approaches need hundreds or thousands of machines to 
Graph will serve as a core technology to open trillion-scale 
o briefly explain OPT, a disk-based parallel graph 
4. 
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parallelizing query optimization" for faster query compilation 
developed a framework called iGraph for comparisons of 
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